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Affiliates Negotiating Pacts, Increases
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More than 175,000 members of tbe ILGWU in the New York City 
metropolitan area comprising about 40 per cent of the total ILGWU 
membership, have just been or are now involved in negotiations' a'ffect- 
ing their earnings. Upward wage adjustments for them are resulting 
from contract renewals or the invoking of escalator clauses in current 
agreements.

New York’s giant cloak union has called for a cost of living increase 
for some 50,000 members under terms of its present agreement. So, 
too, has Knitgoods Local 155 in behalf of its 11,000 members. Embroi
dery Local 66 and Beltmakers’ Local 40, with a total of more than 15,000 
members have already won escalator increases.

Two smaller affiliates, Ladies’ Tailors’ Local 38 and Theatrical 
Costume Local 124, have won wage adjustments through the renewal 
of their industry agreements. Meanwhile the large New York Dress 
Joint Board has already begun the general formulation of the requests 
it will make in coming negotiations for new collective pacts. Local 91, 
Children’s  Dressmakers’, has already informed employer groups of \ 
desired contract changes.

Outside of* the big city renewals, cost-of-living adjustments as 
called for by contract, and new agreements resulting from organizing 
progress are also the order of the day. Unionization efforts have brought 
gains in recent weeks for workers in Virginia, Texas, Alabama, Con
necticut, North'Carolina, Los Angeles, Montreal and Pennsylvania.
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Children’s Dressmakers Ask New Contract; Embroiderers Get Rise

Children’s Dressmakers 
Seek Contract Renewal Esca E S C A U TO R  INCREASE
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New York Dress, Cloak Joint Boards Gird for Contract, Wage Battles

Hochman Sets Aim 
For Coming Dress 
Contract Renewal
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Nagkr Argues Cloak Wage 
Rise Case Before Chairman
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Saragat Calls for Unity of World Labor

ivilion reporter John Wingate. The film wet produced 
ILGWU by Telenews Rim Corp, under the supervision 
ILGWU Promotion Dopt.Tbo film Is available on a purchase or rental basis fr 
ILGWU Educational Dept., 1710 Broadway N. Y. 19. N.

M a n .

Free World Labor Urges UN to Expel Hungary

ILG Affiliates Booking 
Anniversary Film Hit

ILGWU alfillatas throughout tha nation ara scheduling 
showings of "Anniversary," tha film dapicting twanly-fiva yaars of ILGWU prograss under tha prasidancy of David Dub'mtky, 
*H is report ad by Mart Starr, ILGWU education director.

Tha 30-mInuta, black-and-white film contains highlights of tha June ILGWU calabration in New York's Madison Square 
Garden. Worked into tha movie are flashbacks of ILGWU 
history srith an-inspiring old newsreal clip of tha historic strike .r IM, rrn 4rKj photos trace the history of Pres. Dublnsky.

George Meany, United Nations Delegate

ILG NITS EVILS OF 
SUBCONTRACTING A T

FAIR TRADE HEARING
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Series-of colorful postersPin-Ups 
for the shop

basic union facts 
via shop bulletin
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T HESE twelve potters, measuring 11 by 14 
inches and printed in color, ore being distrib
uted one a month for potting in shops of Snow 

Suit, Ski Weor, Infants' and Novelty Sportswear 
local 105 In New York. They were prepared, at the 
request of Manager Martin L  Cohen, by Will 
Chasan and IIGWU Artist Bernard Seamon.
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local 38 Wins Wage Gains in 
Renewed Coutourier Contract

Members of Local 38, New York City, gave enthusiastic

166 and 222 at opening of loce and educational Campaign. [ ILGWU Political Department,
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Car Power and Gadgets 
Gobble More Gasoline

Smiles and Cheers Greet Virginia ILGWU Victory

Fabrics plant 

from right)

Long Non-Union, Watertown 
Hits ILGWU Par in Third Pact

New Jersey Confab
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CENTRAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
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" . . .  T H E  S U P R E M E  L A W  . . ,  ”
TO THE REST OF THE WORLD, at this moment in our history, we 

must appear to be a nation tom asunder by strife. Troops parade our city street* 
uiih fixed bayonet*, a Governor compare* them with Hiller’s army, racial vio- 
lence flares, some state government* threaten to defy the President. Foreign com.

propaganda purposes, can point to these events with self-righteous alarm as proof 
of our rapid degeneration.

But the dilemma in which we arc now enmeshed is' itself proof of the 
efficacy of democracy. Only in a free country can the effort be made to eradicate 
the last vestiges of bondage; elsewhere they are preserved by force as sources of

The events at Little Rock have dramatized for the entire world the fact that 
in a democracy the authority of the entire people cannot successfully be chal
lenged, Our system of government is va carefully balanced device for preserving 
the rights and the freedoms of the individual within the larger framework of

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES has tent Federal troops 
into Little Rock in order to enforce compliance with a Federal, court order. To

state or even an individual with the purpose of defying the. Federal government 
could be carried off. For his action the President has been condemned by South-

The Federal Constitution under which we live contains a dear recognition 
of the problem of state versus national authority as it has arisen in Little Rock. 
“This Consiitutiond*~Artide VI declares, “shall be the supreme law of the Lind 
. .  . anything in the Constitution or laws of any state to the contrary notwith-

The states are pledged to support this doctrine; the President cannot do 
otherwise.The ending of school segregation is the law of the land in all states. In 
Little Rock, the governor gathered his militia, as the Supreme Court once put 
it in another way, “to suppress lawlessness by compdling the surrender of the 
intended victims of lawlessness.” By the same logic, the Court pointed out, ’“'the 
banks could be closed and emptied of their cash to prevent bank robberies: the 
post office locked to prevent the mails being robbed; the citizens kept of! the

BUT THERE IS AN EVEN HIGHER LAW which must now be invoked 
as the whole world watches us in our effort to resolve our problem. While we 
must keep that audience constantly in mind, it is for our own spiritual well
being that we must act—thinking only of what a free people, dedicated to the 
proposition that all men arc created equal, must do.

The hate, the violence unleashed in recent weeks arc a violation of elemen
tary human kindness and consideration. If we begin to reserve these only for 
select portions of our population, if we begin to limit toleration and the other 
fruits of freedom to special groups, we are started on the road to perdition.

The United States Constitution governs us as citizens. But an even greater 
law—the law of tlje Golden Rule, the law of doing unto others as we would 
have them do unto us—was lost in the anger and rioting at-Little Rock.

The President has acted to prove to the world and to ourselves that even in 
the profoundly sensitive area 'of race relations we must not forget that in our 
country neither race, color nor creed is a prerequisite for the enjoyment of the

“The Big Stick”
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